Abstract

Cloud computing is a model for enabling everywhere, well-located, on-demand network access to a shared pool of composable computing resources (e.g., servers, networks, applications, and services). MAINLY USERS CAN DIGRESS THE SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE OF IT SERVICES TO CLOUD SERVICE PROVIDERS WHICH IS EXPERT IN PROVIDING KNOWLEDGE AND ALSO MAINTAINS THE VAST AMOUNT OF IT RESOURCES. JUST LIKE A DOUBLE-BLADED SWORD, CLOUD COMPUTING ALSO BRINGS IN MANY NEW SECURITY CHALLENGES TO ENSURE THE PROTECTION OF CONFIDENTIALITY AND TO PRESERVE THE INTEGRITY OF USERS DATA IN THE CLOUD. TO RESOLVE THESE PROBLEMS, THIS WORK USES THE TECHNIQUE OF SECRET KEY BASED SYMMETRIC KEY CRYPTOGRAPHY WHICH ENABLES TPA TO PERFORM THE AUDITING TASK WITHOUT DEMANDING THE LOCAL COPY OF USER’S STORED DATA AND THUS SEVERELY REDUCES THE COMPUTATION AND TRANSMISSION OVERHEAD AS COMPARE TO SIMPLE, STRAIGHTFORWARD DATA AUDITING APPROACHES. THEREBY INTEGRATING THE ENCRYPTION WITH HASHING, THIS WORK GUARANTEES THAT THE TPA COULD NOT LEARN ANY KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE DATA CONTENT THAT IS STORIE IN THE CLOUD SERVER DURING THE AUDITING PROCESS.
Privacy Preserving in TPA using Secured Encryption Technique for Secure Cloud
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